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Abstract
This work focuses on improving the Spoken Language Iden-
tification (LangId) system for a challenge that focuses on de-
veloping robust language identification systems that are reli-
able for non-standard, accented (Singaporean accent), sponta-
neous code-switched, and child-directed speech collected via
Zoom. We propose a two-stage Encoder-Decoder-based E2E
model. The encoder module consists of 1D depth-wise separa-
ble convolutions with Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) layers with
a global context. The decoder module uses an attentive temporal
pooling mechanism to get fixed length time-independent feature
representation. The total number of parameters in the model is
around 22.1 M, which is relatively light compared to using some
large-scale pre-trained speech models. We achieved an EER of
15.6% in the closed track and 11.1% in the open track (baseline
system 22.1%). We also curated additional LangId data from
YouTube videos (having Singaporean speakers), which will be
released for public use.
Index Terms: Spoken Language Identification, Child-Directed
Speech, Code-Switching, LangId

1. Introduction
Spoken Language Identification (LangId) plays an important
role in many multi-lingual speech-related systems. Such as in
home assistant devices, spoken translation, and multi-lingual
speech transcription.

Recently, with rapid progress in deep learning-based sys-
tems, LangId has also improved significantly [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],
showing SOTA performance on the VoxLingua dataset [7],
which is commonly used to benchmark the LangId system.
Despite having significant improvements compared to early
LangID systems, most of these models do not perform well on
accented speech or shorter segments, making it difficult to per-
form well on accented code-switched speech data. Even some
of the large-scale speech understanding models like wav2vec
[8] and XLS-R [9], when used for LangID in the accented sce-
nario, do not perform well [5, 6]. Moreover, the big size of such
models makes them difficult to be used in latency-constrained
or compute-constrained scenarios.

Our work focuses on improving the LangId system for the
MERLIon CCS Challenge [10] that focuses on developing ro-
bust language identification systems that are reliable for non-
standard, accented (Singaporean accent), spontaneous code-
switched, and child-directed speech collected via Zoom. The
competition has two tracks: 1. Closed track allowing a limited
set of datasets for the model training, and 2. Open track allows
additional 100 hours of data and the use of pre-trained speech
representation models. More details on the use of datasets are
provided in Section 2.

We proposed a very intuitive and small-size architecture
for LangId (see Section 3), which can perform well enough on
smaller code-switched segments provided in the Evaluation and
Development set of the competition. We compared the EER
of the proposed model against some of the open-source mod-
els (see Section 4). Even a large-scale model like the wav2vec
model gave a poor EER compared to our base model. To im-
prove model performance on the Evaluation set, we followed
several approaches. First, we curated additional training and
validation split from the Development set (see Section 2) to get
a better representative training sample for the Evaluation set,
which helped us improve around 2-3% EER on the Evalua-
tion set. Second, we used model ensembling for deep learning
model [11] to improve the proposed system to provide better
prediction, which also helped improve around 2-3% EER on
the Evaluation set. During model ensembling, we used multi-
ple types of loss functions, and training data splits to train the
model, which helped us increase the individual model’s vari-
ability (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). We curated additional 44
hours of training data for the open task to improve our model
performance. Also, we used a pre-trained speech representa-
tions model trained on a speaker recognition task. The above
two approaches helped us improve the model performance from
an EER of 15.6% to an EER of 11.1%.

Summary of our major contributions are following:
• We introduce a small-size architecture for LangId which

shows decent performance on accented English-Mandarin
Code-Switching Child-Directed Speech.

• We show that model pre-trained on Speaker Recognition task
can significantly improve the performance on LangID.

• The proposed architecture can also be easily used for stream-
ing language identification.

• We also show how model ensembling can improve model
performance for LangId.

• We introduce a new Singaporean dialect English-Mandarin
speech data prepared using YouTube videos. The prepared
data will be released for public use on our project repo1.

2. Data Resources
2.1. Closed track

The provided datasets for the closed track of the competition
were:
• 100 hours of clean speech from LibriSpeech [12].
• 100 hours of preselected partition from the National Speech

Corpus [13].
• 200 hours of preselected partition from AISHELL [14].

1https://github.com/shashikg/LID-Code-Switching
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• Mandarin-English Codeswitching in Southeast Asia
(LDC2015S04) Corpus (SEAME Corpus) [15].

We used all the training data as it is without any additional
modification, except for the National Speech Corpus dataset,
which does not have speech segments of the audio files. Thus,
we used an open-source Voice Activity Detection (VAD) model
(marblenet [16] - available in Nvidia NeMo Toolkit) to generate
speech segments less than or equal to 8 secs. Additionally, we
created a representative training and validation split (Val Split)
out of the provided Development Set (Dev Set) to improvise
our model score on the Evaluation Set (Eval Set). We selected
the split such that EER on the development set is close to the
EER on the prepared validation split for a model trained without
Development set data.

2.2. Open track

For the open track, we curated two additional dataset splices.
We prepared the first dataset using Mozilla Common Voice [17].
We only included those segments which were less than 6 secs
and on which the best model from closed tasks was making er-
rors. It gave us a total of 24.69 hours of training data having
11745 samples of Mandarin and 19315 samples of English.

We also collected additional speech data specific to Sin-
gaporean dialects from YouTube channels. The list of Singa-
porean Mandarin channels used is TiffwithMi,老高小茉Mr &
Mrs Gao, iQIYI 爱奇艺, and 大聪看电影. The list of Singa-
porean English channels used is: JianHao Tan, Ridhwan Az-
man, Naomi Neo, Xiaxue, bongqiuqiu, Miss Tam Chiak, and
Wah!Banana. Similar to National Speech Corpus, we used the
VAD model to generate speech segments. And then, we used
the model trained on the closed task to filter the dataset and use
only those segments on which the model made an error. It en-
sured additional diversity to the training split. It gave us 19.27
hours of additional training data, with 13457 samples for Man-
darin and 1543 for English. The complete list of all YouTube
videos link is included in the supplementary material for refer-
ence. The curated dataset will be released for public use on our
project repo2.

So, overall, we used an additional 44 hours of speech data
for the open track.

3. Proposed System and Experiment Setup
For model training, we used NeMo toolkit3 [18]. For repro-
ducibility and to adequately describe the model architecture
and hyperparameters, we have added the model configuration
for each of the cases in supplementary material. These con-
figurations can directly be used inside the NeMo toolkit for
training/finetuning purposes. We made some minor changes in
the original NeMo toolkit. The changed file (label model.py)
is also included in the supplementary material, along with the
training and fine-tuning scripts. All these scripts and configura-
tions are also available on our project repo2.

The model architecture is based on TitaNet architecture
[19] introduced for the Speaker Recognition task. We modified
the last linear layer of the Decoder to produce output for only
two classes corresponding to English and Mandarin language.
For the closed track, we trained the model from scratch on the
provided training data and further fine-tuned the model on train-
ing split curated using the Development Set (see Section 2 for

2https://github.com/shashikg/LID-Code-Switching
3https://github.com/NVIDIA/NeMo/tree/stable

Figure 1: TitaNet Model Architecture

details on datsets). While for the open track, we used the pre-
trained model trained on the speaker recognition task, which is
available in the NeMo toolkit4. For fine-tuning, we used the
training split from Development Set, SEAME Corpus, Mozilla
Common Voice, and YouTube scraped data as described in data
resources. We also used some parts of the training data that
were provided for the competition; more detail on this is pro-
vided in Section 4.2. The encoder model consists of repeated
blocks of 1D depth-wise separable convolutions with Squeeze-
and-Excitation (SE) layers with a global context. The decoder is
based on an attentive temporal pooling mechanism, producing
a fixed length time-independent feature representation of size
(batch size) X 3072. The decoded features are passed to two
linear layers, one of output size 192 and another for a linear
transformation from 192 to the final number of classes, i.e., 2.
Instead of using attentive temporal pooling, we can also use sta-
tistical pooling layer [20] but we used attentive temporal pool-
ing so that the proposed architecture can be easily adapted for
streaming inference [21]. The architecture of the TitaNet is
shown in Figure 1 for reference purpose. Note that the small
size architecture and capability to use it for streaming inference
were not the limitation or criteria set for the challenge but were
considered for greater impact and feasibility of the model for
the real-world use case.

3.1. Model ensembling

In deep learning, model ensembling is not frequently used,
but it poses significant advantages [11]. It allows us to use
smaller, lightweight models, facilitating more straightforward
implementation and faster experiment iterations. It also gives
us better inference speed compared to large parameter models.
For ensembling, we trained multiple models with the same ar-
chitecture and then collated the output probabilities from a sub-
set of models to get the final probabilities. Individual proba-
bilities were added together to collate the output probabilities,

4https://catalog.ngc.nvidia.com/orgs/nvidia/teams/nemo/
models/titanet large
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and then a softmax was applied to the added probabilities to get
final predictions.

To bring diversity to the prediction probabilities, we used
multiple types of loss functions, and training data splits to train
the model. This helped us increase the individual model’s vari-
ability and diversity in prediction probabilities. Note that out of
many models trained, we picked the final subset of models for
ensemble such that it performs better than any other ensemble
subset on our validation split. Details on final subset of models
and individual variability cases are detailed in Sections 4.1 and
4.2.

3.2. Preprocessing

For the preprocessing module, acoustic features were calculated
for every 25 ms frame window shifted over 10 ms. The acoustic
features are 80-dimensional mel-spectrograms computed using
a 512 FFT and a Hann window. Finally, the Mel-spectrogram
features were normalised over the frequency axis. The sampling
rate for input audio was chosen to be standard 16kHz.

3.3. Data augmentation

Since no additional data were allowed for the closed task, we
did not use any noise or RIR to augment the training data, and
instead, we used speed perturbation with a probability of 0.5
between speed rate of (0.95, 1.05) and SpecAugmentation with
the following configurations: freq masks - 3, freq width - 4,
time masks - 5, and time width - 0.03.

3.4. Loss function

The Development and Evaluation set was highly imbalanced, so
we considered testing two configurations of cross-entropy loss,
one with equal weight factor for both classes and one with un-
equal weights. For the unequal weight case, the weight for each
category was decided using the equation: wx = N

Nx
; where wx

is weight for language X, N is the total number of samples, and
Nx is the total number of samples of language X. We also tried
Additive Angular Margin (AAM) [22] loss which is supposed
to help learn better intermediate features. For AAM, the loss
scale was 30, and the margin was 0.01.

3.5. Training Setup

3.5.1. Initial training for closed track

Initial training for the closed track on the provided training data
was performed for a batch size of 32 with a limit to input au-
dio files between 16.0 to 0.3 secs. The following parameters
were used with the Adam optimizer: learning rate - 1e-3, weight
decay - 1e-5, and epoch 100. We also used CosineAnnealing
for LR scheduling with a warmup ratio of 0.1 and a minimum
LR of 1e-7. The loss function used was cross entropy with un-
equal weight. To avoid picking over-fitted models, we kept the
top three model checkpoints during training based on valida-
tion loss, and in the end, we picked the model with minimum
validation loss.

3.5.2. Fine-tuning for closed task

For closed tasks, the model’s starting point was the output of the
trained model from Section 3.5.1. Fine-tuning was performed
on a training split prepared from the Development set with the
following hyperparameters: batch size - 96, learning rate - 1e-4,
weight decay - 1e-3, and 100 epoch. We also CosineAnnealing
for LR scheduling with a warm-up ratio of 0.1 and minimum

LR of 1e-6. We kept the top three model checkpoints during
training based on micro accuracy on the validation set to avoid
picking over-fitted models. In the final, we chose the model
with minimum EER on validation split. All three types of loss
functions described in Section 3.4 were used in the fine-tuning
process. We found that cross-entropy with equal weight and
AAM loss generally gives better EER, while cross-entropy with
unequal weight gives better balance accuracy but poor EER.

3.5.3. Fine-tuning for open task

For closed tasks, the model’s starting point was the pre-trained
model trained on speaker recognition tasks. The pre-trained
checkpoints are available in the Nvidia NeMo toolkit (titanet-
l5 - available in Nvidia NeMo Toolkit). Fine-tuning was per-
formed on a training split prepared from the Development set,
SEAME corpus, and additional data described in Section 2.2.
The model was trained for 100 epochs with the following hy-
perparameters: batch size - 96, learning rate - 1e-4, weight de-
cay - 1e-3. We also CosineAnnealing for LR scheduling with
a warm-up ratio of 0.1 and minimum LR of 1e-6. We kept the
top three model checkpoints during training based on micro ac-
curacy on the validation set to avoid picking over-fitted models.
Ultimately, we chose the model with minimum EER on valida-
tion split. All three loss functions described in Section 3.4 were
used for the fine-tuning. We found that cross-entropy with equal
weight and AAM loss generally gives better EER, while cross-
entropy with unequal weight gives better balance accuracy but
poor EER.

4. Results
We report scores (Equal Error Rate (EER) and Balanced Accu-
racy (BAC)) on the complete Development set (Dev Set) only
for the model setup described in Section 3.5.1. While for the
fine-tuned model described in Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, we re-
port the scores on our validation split (Val Set) that we created
from the Development set and not on complete Development
set because the fine-tuned model uses a part of the training split
from the Development set. For results on Evaluation set (Eval
Set), we have reported the result only from the best system that
gave us minimum EER because of limited number of submis-
sion allowed in the challenge.

Table 1: EER on Closed Track

Model Dev Set Val Split Eval Set

Base Model 20.8% 20.3% -
SpeechBrain’s LangId 33.7% 33.0 % -
wav2vec LangId 24.0 % 22.4% -
Silero-LangId 42.9% 41.7% -
Fine-Tuned Model - 12.7% -
Ensembled Fine-Tuned - 11.6% 15.6%

4.1. Task 1: Closed task

For closed task of the competition, we provide the results for
three sets of models (see Tables 1 and 2):

1. Base Model: Model trained only on provided training data
(see Section 3.5.1 for more details)

5https://catalog.ngc.nvidia.com/orgs/nvidia/teams/nemo/
models/titanet large
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2. Open Source Models: For comparison, we tested the perfor-
mance of some open-source models trained on a much larger
corpus. The model considered were: SpeechBrain’s LangId6,
a wav2vec model fine-tuned for LangId7, and Silero-LangId8.

3. Fine-Tuned Model: Best fine-tuned checkpoint, selected on
the basis of EER on the validation split (prepared from De-
velopment Set, see Section 3.5.2 for more details). The best
model was trained using the cross-entropy loss with an equal
weight factor.

4. Ensembled Fine-Tuned Model: An ensemble of six models
that gave the best score on the Validation Set. The six model
constitutes the following variability cases:

• Four models were trained using cross-entropy loss with
equal weight factor. Only training split from Development
Set was used during fine-tuning with segments that are less
than 6 secs.

• One other model was trained similarly to the above but
also contained segments larger than 6 secs but lesser than
16 secs.

• One model was trained using AAM loss. It was fine-tuned
using training split from Development Set as well as the
SEAME corpus to increase variability. SEAME was cho-
sen because it contains South-East Asian dialects.

Table 2: BAC on Closed Track

Model Dev Set Val Split Eval Set

Base Model 56.0% 57.3% -
SpeechBrain’s LangId 67.0% 67.6% -
wav2vec LangId 67.2% 70.5% -
Silero-LangId 58.5% 54.8% -
Fine-Tuned Model - 73.3% -
Ensembled Fine-Tuned - 75.7% 66.0%

4.2. Task 2: Open task

For open task of the competition, we provide the results for two
sets of models (see Tables 3 and 4):

1. Fine-Tuned Model: Best fine-tuned checkpoint, selected on
the basis of EER on the validation split (prepared from De-
velopment Set, see Section 3.5.3 for more details). The best
model was trained using the cross-entropy loss with an equal
weight factor.

2. Ensembled Fine-Tuned Model: An ensemble of seven dif-
ferent models which gave the best score on the Validation Set.
The seven model constitutes the following variability cases:

• Four models were fine-tuned only on the training split from
Development Set, YouTube scraped data, Mozilla Com-
mon Voice partition, and SEAME corpus (see Section 2.2
for more details). Segments were less than 6 secs. Out of
four, three models were trained using cross entropy with
equal weight, while one was trained using AAM loss.

• One model was fine-tuned only on the training split from
Development Set using cross entropy with equal weight.

• The rest of the two models were fine-tuned on all the

6https://huggingface.co/speechbrain/lang-id-voxlingua107-ecapa
7https://huggingface.co/TalTechNLP/

voxlingua107-xls-r-300m-wav2vec
8https://github.com/snakers4/silero-vad/wiki/Other-Models

above-mentioned datasets as well as the provided training
data. Only a part of provided training data was used. They
were filtered using the best model mentioned in first point.
We only choose those segments on which the best model
made an error.

Table 3: EER on Open Track

Model Val Split Eval Set

Fine-Tuned Model 9.1% -
Ensembled Fine-Tuned Model 7.9% 11.1%

Table 4: BAC on Open Track

Model Val Split Eval Set

Fine-Tuned Model 82.6% -
Ensembled Fine-Tuned Model 83.6% 75.7%

5. Conclusions
In this work, we presented a relatively small-sized architecture
for LangId to improve the LangId system for a challenge that
focuses on developing a robust LangId system for accented,
code-switched, and child-directed speech. Apart from getting
the top rank on the challenge’s leaderboard, we also focused on
introducing small-sized architecture and the ability for stream-
ing inference. Our system ranked third on the closed track
with an EER of 15.6% compared to 13.9% and 15.5% EER of
the first and second-ranked systems, respectively. On the open
track also, our system ranked third with an EER of 11.1% com-
pared to 10.6% and 9.5% EER of the first and second-ranked
systems, respectively. These makes the introduced system an
attractive system for compute-constrained and streaming infer-
ence use cases. While having SOTA performance on accented,
code-switched, and shorter audio segments.

We also curated a new speech dataset for Singaporean di-
alects using YouTube videos. The dataset contains English and
Mandarin speech data spoken by Singaporean speakers. The
curated dataset will be released for public use to drive exciting
research for building robust spoken language identification for
accented speech.
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